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Recent high-redshift type-Ia supernovae results can be used to set new bounds on a possible variation of the
gravitational constantG. If the local value ofG at the space-time location of distant supernovae is different, it
would change both the kinetic energy release and the amount of56Ni synthesized in the supernova outburst.
Both effects are related to a change in the Chandrasekhar massMCh}G23/2. In addition, the integrated
variation ofG with time would also affect the cosmic evolution and therefore the luminosity distance relation.
We show that the later effect in the magnitudes of type-Ia supernovae is typically several times smaller than the
change produced by the corresponding variation of the Chandrasekhar mass. We investigate in a consistent way
how a varyingG could modify the Hubble diagram of type-Ia supernovae and how these results can be used

to set upper bounds to a hypothetical variation ofG. We find G/G0&1.1 andĠ/G&10211 yr21 at redshifts
z.0.5. These new bounds extend the currently available constraints on the evolution ofG all the way from
solar and stellar distances to typical scales of Gpc/Gyr, i.e., by more than 15 orders of magnitude in time and
distance.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.023506 PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 04.50.1h
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important challenges of modern phys
is the quantization of the gravitational force. The undergo
attempts to create such theories have reopened the subje
varying fundamental constants. In this regard it is worth n
ticing that the constancy of the fundamental constants, an
the gravitational constant in particular, has been questio
for a long time@1–5# and that early attempts to unify gravit
with electromagnetism@6,7# predicted such kinds of varia
tions. Although modern theories, such as string theory an
theory ~see@8# for a recent review!, do not necessarily re
quire a variation of the fundamental constants, they provid
natural and self-consistent framework for such variatio
~see@9# and@10# for excellent descriptions of the theoretic
background!. As a general result, modern theories pred
that in ordinary three-dimensional subspace, gauge coupl
such as the fine structure constanta or the gravitational con-
stantG should vary as the inverse square of the mean s
of the extra dimensions. Hence, the evolution of the sc
size of the additional dimensions is related to the variation
fundamental constants@11–13#. Moreover, it has been re
cently shown@13# that a cosmological variation ofa may
proceed at different rates at different locations in space-ti
The way in which the time variations ofa andG are linked
is model dependent but a typical relation isDa/a2

;DG/G. There have been several attempts to measure
rate of variation ofa, providing different results for differen
look-back times. For instance,@14# used the recently release
cosmic microwave background~CMB! anisotropy data to se
0556-2821/2001/65~2!/023506~9!/$20.00 65 0235
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up early-universe constraints on a time-varyinga and found
no evidence for such a change, whereas@10,15# used high
resolution spectroscopy of QSO absorption systems to
statistical evidences for a smallera at a redshift range 0.5
,z,3.5. Of course, since a cosmological variation ofa
~and, consequently, ofG) can proceed at different rates fo
different redshifts@13# both studies are not necessarily
conflict. There have been also many attempts to measu
time variation of the gravitational constant which will b
discussed later in Sec. V. For the moment it is important
mention here that most of these bounds come either f
local measurements~the Sun, our solar system, or the sol
neighborhood! or from very early times measuremen
~namely big-bang nucleosynthesis!, whereas at intermediat
look-back times there are not such measurements.

Type-Ia supernovae~SNIa! are supposed to be one of th
best examples of standard candles. This is because, alth
the nature of their progenitors and the detailed mechanism
explosion are still the subject of a strong debate, their ob
vational light curves are relatively well understood and th
individual intrinsic differences can be accounted for. Und
these assumptions, thermonuclear supernovae are well s
objects to study the Universe at large, especially at high r
shifts (z;1.0), where the rest of standard candles fail
deriving reliable distances, thus providing an unique tool
determining cosmological parameters or discriminat
among different alternative cosmological theories.

Using the observations of high redshift type-Ia supern
vae (z.0.1) and low redshift (z,0.1) supernovae, both th
Supernova Cosmology Project@16# and the High-z Super-
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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GAZTAÑAGA, GARCÍA-BERRO, ISERN, BRAVO, AND DOMI´NGUEZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 023506
nova Search Team@17# found that the peak luminosities o
distant supernovae appear to be;0.20 magnitude fainter
than predicted for an empty universe and 0.25 magnit
fainter than predicted by a standard decelerating unive
with a presumed mass densityVM.0.3. To be more precise
at the 1s confidence level, the results of both groups can
well approximated by the relation

0.8VM20.6VL520.260.1. ~1!

However these conclusions rely on the assumption
there is no mechanism able to produce an evolution of
observed light curves over cosmological distances. In o
words: both teams assumed that the relation between
intrinsic peak luminosity and the time scales of the lig
curve were exactly the same for both the low-z and the high-
z supernovae. The possible consequences for evolutio
effects in SNIa due to changes in the zero age mass
metallicity of the progenitor star have been explored by s
eral authors@18–20#, who found that changes in the unde
lying population cause a change in the maximum brightn
by about 0.1–0.2 magnitudes.

The SNIa results have already motivated a signific
number of papers that search for bounds on the variatio
fundamental constants@21–25# or new cosmological sce
narios, such as quintessence models@26# and scalar-field cos
mologies@27#. This burst of interest is due to the conceptu
problems that arise from infering the existence of a cosm
logical constantL.102122c3/G/\ or facing the cosmic
~dark! matter problem~see @28# and references therein!.
There have been many suggestions that the apparent co
cations that arise can be eliminated by modifying the laws
gravity @29–36#.

Recent cosmological observations, such as the latest C
Boomerang and Maxima data@37,38# indicate a flat Uni-
verse:VR50, i.e. VM1VL51. This result, together with
the above Eq.~1! points in the direction of a nonzeroL,
although other interpretations are also possible@39,40#.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the effect of va
ing G in the current interpretation of the Hubble diagram
distant SNIa and to use this analysis to set upper bound
its rate of change. The paper is organized as follows: in S
II we describe the effects of a varyingG on the physics of
supernovae; in Sec. III and in the Appendix, we analyze
effects of a varyingG on the luminosity distance of distan
supernovae. In Sec. IV we present a likelihood analysis
the SNIa data which is then used to set upper bounds in
evolution ofG. Finally in Sec. V we discuss our results an
draw our conclusions.

II. THE EFFECTS OF A VARYING G ON THE PHYSICS
OF SUPERNOVAE

Simple analytical models of light curve~see, for instance
@41#! predict that the peak luminosity is proportional to t
mass of nickel synthesized, which in turn, to a good appro
mation, is a fixed fraction of the Chandrasekhar mass (MNi
}MCh), which depends on the value of gravitational const
as MCh}G23/2. The actual fraction varies when differen
02350
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specific SNIa scenarios are considered~e.g.@42,43#!, but the
physical mechanisms relevant for type-Ia supernovae n
rally relates the energy yield to the Chandrasekhar m
Here we will only focus on Chandrasekhar mass mod
since there are growing evidences that the s
Chandrasekhar mass models do not fit well the observat
~see, for instance,@44#!. In summary, whatever the actua
scenario is, we will assume that the same mechanism for
ignition and the propagation of the burning front is valid f
SNIa at high and low redshifts. Thus, since the peak lu
nosity is proportional to the total amount of nickel synth
sized in the supernova outburst we haveL}G23/2, and,
therefore, for a slow decrease ofG with time, distant super-
novae should be dimmer than predicted for a standard
nario. Under this assumption, we have

M2M05
15

4
logS G

G0
D , ~2!

whereM stands, as usual, for the absolute magnitude,G for
the precise value of the gravitational constant at a given r
shift and the subscript 0 denotes their local values. Note
the above equation does not require knowledge of the~un-
known! proportionality constant relating the supernova lum
nosity with the Chandrasekhar mass. This dependence
torizes out under the assumptions above, and the fi
differential result is only sensitive to the values ofG. From
this equation we can see that in order to reduce the appa
luminosity of distant supernovae byDm.0.2 a dramatic
change ofG is required:G/G0.1.13. This value should be
regarded as an upper bound in the sense that part or all o
Dm.0.2 difference found by@16,17# could be attributable to
the hypothesis of an accelerating universe.

In order to test the validity of our argument we have co
puted a series of models of type-Ia supernovae explosion
their corresponding light curves, according to the proced
described in@45# and references therein, with the prese
local value ofG, 1.1 and 1.2 times this value. The explosio
model was a delayed detonation starting from a central d
sity of 2.03109 g/cm3 a core temperature of 2.03108 K and
making the transition from deflagration to detonation wh
the flame density went below 2.03107 g/cm3. Our study is
based on delayed detonation models, because these
been found to reproduce the optical and infrared light cur
and spectra of type-Ia supernovae reasonably well@19,46–
51#. The model parameters, ignition density, and transit
density, are those that allow us to reproduce a typical type
supernovae. The results are shown in Table I and Fig. 1

In Table I we show the mass of the white dwarf model
hydrostatic equilibrium from which the explosion was com

TABLE I. Overall characteristics of the supernova explosion
several values ofG, and the same ignition density.

G/G0 MWD K/1051 erg MNi Mbol
peak Dm15

1.0 1.37 1.34 0.69 219.43 0.85
1.1 1.19 1.14 0.57 219.25 0.89
1.2 1.04 0.95 0.49 219.13 0.91
6-2
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BOUNDS ON THE POSSIBLE EVOLUTION OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 023506
puted,MWD , the kinetic energy,K, the mass of synthesize
nickel, MNi , the peak bolometric magnitude,Mbol

peak, and a
measure of the width of the light curve,Dm15—see below
for a precise definition. All the masses are expressed in s
units. In Fig. 1 we show the light curves fo
G/G051.0—solid line—G15G/G051.1—dotted line—and
this last light curve shifted upwards by a constant amoun
0.18 magnitudes—dashed-dotted line—in accordance w
the behavior predicted by Eq.~2!.

As it can be seen in Table I the simple energetic argum
presented above is in good agreement with the detailed
culations presented here and, thus, the energy liberated i
supernova outburst indeed scales asG23/2. Hence, the bolo-
metric magnitude at the peak of the light curve compu
with a larger value ofG should be moved upwards by a fixe
constant amount which depends on the exact value oG.
Figure 1 clearly shows this behavior. It should be stresse
this point that our analysis does not depend on the deta
physics of Type-Ia supernovae since the functional dep
dence on the Chandrasekhar mass comes from basic phy
arguments and it is unavoidable, no matter which are
~unknown! details of the explosion unless we change
physics underlaying the Chandrasekhar mechanism.

Figure 1 also shows that once this vertical shift is do
the duration of the supernova outburst is also modified b
varyingG, being the decline faster for the models with larg
G, especially at late times. As it can be seen there, in
region near the maximum~see the insert for a close up of th
region! the difference between both light curves is sm
when due account of the vertical shift is done. A good p
rametrization of the slope~and, thus, of the width! of the
light curve isDm15, which is defined as the difference in th
apparent magnitude 15 days after the maximum. It turns
that the maximum of the light curve for the models presen

FIG. 1. Bolometric light curves of SNIa for the local value
the gravitational constant,G0 ~solid line!, for G151.1G0 ~dotted
line! and forG1 shifted upwards by 0.18 magnitudes. See text
details.
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in Fig. 1 occurs at 13.0 and 12.5 days, beingDm1550.85 and
0.89, respectively. This, in turn, implies that since the te
plate light curve used to calibrate the distances to dis
supernovae takes into account the width of the light cur
and in particularDm15 is used, a variation of the gravita
tional constant should ultimately affect as well the final val
of the derived distances. However, given the slight variat
of the Dm15 parameter this can be clearly considered a
second order effect. Nevertheless, as it can be clearly see
Fig. 1, although there is not any large difference in the r
times or in the early time light curve due to a varyingG there
is indeed an appreciable difference in the overall duration
the supernova event. To be precise the widths atMbol5
216 are 126 and 112 days, respectively.

This result can be interpreted in terms of very simp
physical considerations, and in particular, in terms of
simplified model of light curve presented in@41# which has a
reasonable accuracy~of the order of;20%). According to
this analytic model of light curve, the width of the peak
the light curve of SNIa is given by

t}S Mej
3

K D 1/4

~3!

whereMej is the ejected mass andK is the kinetic energy.
Within our current knowledge of the mechanisms of exp
sion of SNIa both the ejected mass and the supernova kin
energy can be considered proportional to the Chandrase
mass, and therefore we havet}MCh

1/2 or, equivalently,t
}G23/4. Thus we have

K t

t0
L .K G

G0
L 23/4

. ~4!

The ratio of the durations of the supernova outburst c
culations presented above matches reasonably well the
havior predicted by Eq.~4!. Hence, in the case in which
varying gravitational constant is considered, the overall ti
scales of the supernovae light curves should depend as
on the actual value ofG.

It has been recently claimed that there is a mean evolu
in the rise times of local and distant supernovae@52,53#. In
particular the widths of the light curve when the supernova
2.5 magnitudes fainter than the peak luminosity was found
be t0545.060.15 ~at z.0) and t543.860.40 days~at z
.0.5), where the errors in the widths were ascribed solely
the errors in the rise times. Using this data and Eq.~4!, @23#
obtained G/G0<1.03760.017 (2s errors! at z.0.5, a
variation ofG very similar to the one needed to explain th
change in the peak luminosity. Subsequent studies@54# have
demonstrated that the rise times of local and distant supe
vae are consistent with each other and that the rise-time
certainties were underestimated, being revised upward
61.2 days statistical and21.9

13.6 days due to systematical bia
under extreme situations. According to this last analysis th
is still some room for deviations of the light curve of hig
redshift supernovae atlate times. This is exactly what we
have found. However, it is worth mentioning at this poi
that according to this study these late time deviations syst

r

6-3
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GAZTAÑAGA, GARCÍA-BERRO, ISERN, BRAVO, AND DOMI´NGUEZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 023506
atically influence the rise-time determinations. Convers
should we have tried to fit the late time light curve we wou
have found a significant difference in the corresponding
times. In the light of this new analysis, there is no significa
evidence for a possible change inG. For our purposes, sinc
the situation is not yet clear from the observational point
view our analysis will only rely on the limits imposed by E
~2!. Note however that, on the other hand, should a fi
estimate of the maximum value of the difference between
local and distant supernovae time scales could be eventu
obtained a very stringent upper limit to the rate of variati
of the gravitational constant would be derived, which, ad
tionally, would not dependon the adopted cosmologica
model but on the well calibrated relation between the du
tion of the supernova outburst and its peak magnitude.

III. THE HUBBLE DIAGRAM

The next question we want to address here is how
hypothetical variation of the gravitational constant~of the
amount of a few percent! translates in the Hubble diagram o
distant supernovae. In addition to the change in the intrin
energy release and of the duration of the supernova e
induced by the variation in the Chandrasekhar mass, the
tegrated evolution ofG with time would also affect the cos
mic evolution and, therefore, the luminosity distance re
tion. To make this quantitative we need to consider n
standard cosmological models. It is however beyond
scope of this paper to discuss specific theoretical model
replace the standard theory of general relativity. This
been discussed in detail elsewhere in the literature@55–60#,
and also in the context of an accelerating universe@35,61–
63#.

In the Appendix we show in a self-consistent way that
plausible models which incorporate a varyingG, such as
scalar-tensor theories~STTs!, the possible effect of a varying
G on the cosmological evolution gives a contribution to t
luminosity distance relation at the distances of interest wh
is several times smaller than the effect produced by the s
variation ofG on the Chandrasekhar mass. We will therefo
concentrate our analysis on the effects of the physics of
supernovae. This complements the analysis of@35,62,63#
which neglected the effects in the physics of the superno
and used the evidence for the accelerating universe as a
to constraint cosmic evolution in nonstandard theories
gravity.

In analogy to STTs, we will parametrize the evolution
G in terms of the strength of coupling parameter,v, as

G~z![G0~11z!1/[11v(z)] , ~5!

which provides our definition forv(z)—see the Appendix
for further details. Thus a value ofv.10 produces a.4%
increase inG at z.0.5, while v.210 produces a.5%
decrease inG at z.0.5. In summary, Eq.~5! gives the
change inG as a function ofv while Eqs.~A3!–~A5! give
the corresponding cosmic evolution. Thus we have
02350
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m~z!5M015 logdL1251
15

4~11v!
log~11z!, ~6!

wheredL5dL(z,VM ,VL) is obtained from the line-of-sigh
comoving distance~see the Appendix!. For illustrative pur-
poses Fig. 2 shows the above relation for two representa
cosmological models, including the effects ofv in dL , for
v5610 ~dotted lines!, which correspond to a change ofG
of ;5%, and the standard (v5`) case~solid line!.

IV. BOUNDS ON ĠÕG

We have redone the likelihood analysis of the Supern
Cosmology Project allowing for a varyingG. Thus, we use
the same observational data but with the magnitude-dista
relation given by Eq.~6!. Here we have one extra functio
v(z) to be fitted. At low redshifts the last term in the righ
hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~6! has a negligible contribution
Given that most of the SNIa at high redshift cluster arou
z.0.5 and that we are expectingv to be large@so thatG
.G0 in Eq. ~5!#, the effect ofv(z) in the fit to Eq.~6! is
dominated by the value ofv at the mean redshift of the SNI
sample, z.0.5. Hence, we can approximatev(z).v(z
.0.5) and fit the data as a function of this new extra para
eter,v(z.0.5) orG(z.0.5)/G(z.0)[G/G0.

Our results are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4, where we sh
the confidence contours~at the 99%, 90%, 68%—solid
lines—5% and 1% confidence level—dotted lines! obtained
from the fit to the Hubble diagram of SNIa. Figure 3 show
the likelihood contours forG/G0[G(z.0.5)/G(z.0) as a

FIG. 2. Hubble diagrams for the high-redshift SNIa data w
different choices of cosmological parameters and different value

Ġ . Continuous lines correspond to the standard cosmology w
G(z)5G0. Dashed lines bracket the effects on the peak lumino
from a .5% variation inG. The observational data has been o
tained from@16#.
6-4
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BOUNDS ON THE POSSIBLE EVOLUTION OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 023506
function of VL for a flat VR50 universe, whereas Fig.
shows the likelihood contours in the (G/G0 ,VM) plane for
the caseVL50. As it can be seen in these figures, the e
pected departures from the standard case (G/G0.1) are
quite small for a reasonable choice of cosmological para
eters. This, in turn, justifies our approximationv(z).v(z
.0.5). It is also worth mentioning at this point that we ha
also tried linear fits tov(z).v01v8z and found equivalen
results.

The confidence intervals of these figures can be use
set bounds inG/G0. These are bounds in the sense th
given a cosmological model, we assume that all the dif
ence in SNIa corrected peak luminosities can be attribu

FIG. 3. Confidence contours for the best fit SNIa data in
plane (G/G0 ,VL) for a flat universeVR50.

FIG. 4. Confidence contours for the best fit SNIa data in
plane (G/G0 ,VM) for VL50.
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solely to a difference in Chandrasekhar mass. For exam
for the flatVL.0 model we have at 1s confidence level

G

G0
&1.2; VL.0.0, VM.1.0, ~7!

while for the flatVL.0.8 case

G

G0
&1.08; VL.0.8, VM.0.2 ~8!

also at 1s confidence level. In terms of thev.v(z.0.5)
parameter these later bounds translate intov*1.2 for VL

.0 andv*4.3 for VL.0.8. It is important to mention here
that these constraints are quite loose when compared with
bounds onv from very long baseline interferometry in th
local Universe,v0.2600 @60#, but, on the other hand, ar
new in the sense that they correspond to an earlier~or
equivalently more distant! Universe. Moreover, the SNIa
data provide more interesting limits toĠ/G. To obtain them
we can use

Ġ

G
.S 12

G0

G D ~Dt !21, ~9!

whereDt is the look-back time toz.0.5:

Dt5E
0

z dz8

~11z8! H~z8!
, ~10!

with H(z) given by Eq.~A3!. For a flatVL.0 model we
have thatDt.4.63109 yr/h70 (h70 is the Hubble constant in
units ofH0570 km/s/Mpc), while for the flatVL.0.8 case
we haveDt.6.03109 yr/h70. Thus we find

Ġ

G
&36310212 h70/yr; VL.0.0, VM.1.0, ~11!

Ġ

G
&12310212 h70/yr; VL.0.8, VM.0.2. ~12!

It should be stressed that these are bounds onĠ/G around
z.0.5. Several local bounds on the rate of change of
gravitational constant,Ġ0 /G0, have been obtained, for ex
ample, from binary pulsars, from the Viking Radar and fro
Lunar Laser Ranging, yielding typical upper bounds
Ġ0 /G0&10310212 yr21 ~see, for instance,@60#!. Other
bounds come from the theory of stellar evolution, like wh
dwarf cooling @64#, being the bounds of the order o
10310212 yr21. Finally, it should be mentioned that som
other local bounds are as low asĠ0 /G0,6310212 yr21

@65#. Note, however, that the values of all these bounds
comparable to that obtained here. Thus, despite the fact
the SNIa bounds onG/G0 are quite loose, the longer tim
baseline obtained by using high redshift measurements
stronger constraints onĠ/G. These bounds on the change
G correspond to redshifts which have not been explored
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e
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GAZTAÑAGA, GARCÍA-BERRO, ISERN, BRAVO, AND DOMI´NGUEZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 023506
in the more standard gravitational tests, mostly based on
lar system and stellar physics. We can combine the SNIa
local bounds further to set a bound onG̈:

G̈

G
&4310221 ~h70/yr!2. ~13!

In terms ofv(z) we can also set some further limits b
doing a Taylor expansion as in@62#:

v21.v0
211zUdv21

dz U
0

~14!

so that we find

Udv21

dz U
0

&1.7; VL.0.0, VM.1.0, ~15!

Udv21

dz U
0

&0.5; VL.0.8, VM.0.2. ~16!

Future experiments, such as the Supernovae Accelera
Probe~SNAP!, could achieve a few percent magnitude erro
up to redshifts ofz.1.7 ~see@66#!. By then, we can also
fairly assume that other observational data, such as the
and CMB experiments, will provide a knowledge of a fe
percent on the cosmological parameters@28#. Thus we can
translate the uncertainty in the magnitude directly in
bounds onG:

Dm.
15

4
logS G

G0
D . ~17!

Note that the possible effects of a varyingG on the lumi-
nosity distance discussed in the Appendix, are still sev
times smaller than the above contribution forz.1.7. For
example, a 1% uncertainty inDm ~both from peak luminos-
ity and cosmological parameter errors! will give us a 0.6%
bound inG/G0&1.006 atz.1.7 or, equivalently,v*167.
The later value is not particularly impressive as compared
the local bounds in the context of Jordan-Brans-Dicke~JBD!
theories (v.2500). But note thatz.1.7 corresponds to a
look-back time in Eq.~10! as large asDt.103109 yr/h70.
Thus, future data would eventually yield firm bounds forĠ
as low as

Ġ

G
&6310213 h70/yr; z.1.7, ~18!

which are more competitive than the current local valu
The bounds to the change inv, could be reduced to

Udv21

dz U
0

&3.531023; z.1.7. ~19!

Finally it is interesting to mention here that our analy
has been restricted to the peak magnitudes of superno
Comparable bounds can be found from the duration of
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pernovae events@Eq. ~4!#, if the statistical and systemati
errors are reduced significantly, being the advantage of th
last ones that areindependentof the adopted cosmologica
model.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In astrophysics and cosmology the laws of physics~and in
particular the simplest version of general relativity! are ex-
trapolated outside its observational range of validity. It
therefore important to test for deviations of these laws
increasing cosmological scales and times~redshifts!. SNIa
provide us with a new tool to test how the laws of grav
and cosmology were in faraway galaxies (z.0.5). The ob-
servational limits onĠ/G come from quite different times
and scales@58,60,67#, but mostly in the local and nearb
environments atz.0 ~solar system, binary pulsars, and ne
tron stars@60#!. There are also limits derived from the whit
dwarf cooling theory@64#, which are based on similar argu
ments to the ones presented in this paper. Typical up
bounds giveĠ/G&10211–10212 yr21 @60#.

Here we have proved by using detailed numerical mod
that if the value ofG at the space-time location of distan
supernovae is different from the local one, it would chan
both the thermonuclear energy release and the time sca
the supernova outburst. The change can be quantified
means of the change in the Chandrasekhar massMCh
}G23/2, and our detailed numerical results have been in
preted in terms of a very simple physical model. To th
regard it is important to realize that our conclusions wou
remain unchanged should a modification of the parameter
the explosion lead to a smaller mass of56Ni synthesized in
the supernova event, leading to a dimmer supernova.

We have also shown in a self-consistent way that for pl
sible models for a varyingG, such as scalar-tensor theorie
the possible effect of a varyingG on the cosmological evo
lution yields a contribution to the luminosity distance rel
tion which is one order of magnitude smaller than the eff
produced by the same variation ofG on the Chandrasekha
mass. Thus our approach complements the analysis
@35,62,63# which neglected the effects in the physics of t
supernovae and used the evidence for the accelerating
verse as a way to constraint cosmic evolution in nonstand
theories of gravity.

In this paper we have also found further bounds for
varyingG from a likelihood analysis of the peak luminositie
of the Supernova Cosmology Project. Our results are s
marized in Figs. 3 and 4 and Eqs.~7!,~8!, with values of
G/G0&1.2. We have further translated these results i
bounds forĠ/G in Eq. ~12!, G̈/G in Eq. ~13! anddv21/dz
in Eq. ~16!. Some of these bounds are new or comparable
other existing estimates from the local universe, which ty
cally gives stronger constraints forv or G/G0, at least
within JBD models.

In the context of JBD or STT models the limits we fin
for Ġ/G correspond tov*3 –30 and are therefore less r
strictive than the solar system limitsv*2500 @60#. How-
ever, STTs could allow forv5v(f). To be precise,v is not
6-6
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required to be a constant, so thatv could increase with cos
mic time,v5v(z), in such a way that it could approach th
general relativity predictions (v→`) at present time and
still give significant deviations at earlier cosmological tim
@35,62,63#. Furthermore, it has been shown@55# that the cos-
mological evolution makes STTs practically indistinguis
able from general relativity at the present epoch. Our res
set strong constraints at cosmological distances.

The interest of these new bounds with respect to the o
values discussed so far in the literature, is not whether or
they are better, but the fact that~i! a different method has
been tested and used, and~ii ! our bounds correspond t
higher redshifts,z.0.5, thus extending the constraints on t
evolution of G all the way from solar-stellar distances
Gpc, that is by more than 15 orders of magnitude. In t
sense, cosmological nucleosynthesis also offers another
on the amount of variation ofG. Generally speaking, the
bounds derived from primordial nucleosynthesis arise fr
the sensitivity of the abundances of light elements produ
at high temperature to the expansion rate of the Univers
those temperatures, especially4He. There is a range of opin
ions, but there is also the widespread agreement that
expansion rate must have been well within a factor of two
the standard model. Some might even push for more s
gent limits that would exclude changes by even as little
;10%, which would be marginally consistent with o
analysis—see the most recent analysis presented in@68# for a
detailed discussion.

Finally, we would like to stress that new observations
distant supernovae, or other standard candles, at higher
shifts (z.1) will constrain even more the current limits o
the variation of the fundamental constants@see Eqs.~18!,
~19!#. To this regard it is important to realize that the recen
analyzed SNIa 1997ff@69#, the oldest and most distant SN
ever discovered atz.1.7 @70#, could provide an importan
test of the viability of alternative theories of gravity.
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APPENDIX: SCALAR-TENSOR THEORIES

The main topic of this paper is how the Hubble diagra
of distant supernovae could help to set constraints on a v
ing G. In order to do that we need to study the physics
SNIa, but to be consistent we need to derive a lumino
distance relation which also includes the possible effects
varying G on the cosmological evolution~see@71#!. In this
appendix we will show that for a given change inG this later
effect is typically smaller than the one induced by the cha
in the Chandrasekhar mass in the energy release of SN

The possibility thatG could vary in space and/or tim
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naturally appears in the framework of scalar-tensor theo
of gravity ~STTs! such as JBD theory or its extensions. The
models have recently attracted a large interest~see@35# and
references therein!. To make quantitative predictions we wi
consider cosmic evolution in STTs, whereG is derived from
a scalar fieldf which is characterized by a functionv
5v(f) that determines the strength of the coupling betwe
the scalar field and gravity. In the simplest JBD models,v is
just a constant andG.f21, however ifv varies then it can
increase with cosmic time so thatv5v(z). The Hubble rate
H in these models is given by

H2[S ȧ

a
D 2

5
8pr

3f
1

1

a2R2 1
L

3
1

v

6

ḟ2

f2 2H
ḟ

f
. ~A1!

This equation has to be complemented with the accelera
equations fora and f, and with the equation of state for
perfect fluid:p5(g21)r and ṙ13gHr50. The structure
of the solutions to this set of equations is quite rich a
depends crucially on the coupling functionv(f) @67#. Here
we are only interested in the matter dominated regimeg
51. In the weak field limit and a flat universe the exa
solution is given by

G5
412v

312v
f215G0~11z!1/(11v). ~A2!

In this case we also have thata5(t/t0)(2v12)/(3v14). This
solution for the flat universe is recovered in a general cas
the limit t→` and also arises as an exact solution of Ne
tonian gravity with a power lawG}tn @72#. For nonflat mod-
els,a(t) is not a simple power law and the solutions get
more complicated. To illustrate the effects of a nonflat c
mology we will consider general solutions that can be p
rametrized as Eq.~A2! but which are not simple power law
in a(t). In this case, it is easy to check that the new Hub
law given by Eq.~A1! becomes

H25H0
2@V̂M~11z!311/(11v)1V̂R~11z!21V̂L#,

~A3!

where V̂M , V̂R, and V̂L follow the usual relation:V̂M

1V̂R1V̂L51 ~an overall factor would just redefine th
value of H0) and are related to the familiar local ratios (z
→0): VM[8pG0r0 /(3H0

2), VR51/(RH0)2 and VL

5L/(3H0
2) by

V̂M5
VM

g S 312v

412v D ; V̂L5
VL

g
; V̂R5

VR

g
, ~A4!

g[11
1

~11v!
2

1

6

v

~11v!2
. ~A5!

Thus the general relativity limit is recovered asv→`.
For a flat universe, the luminosity distancedL
5dL(z,VM ,VL ,v) is related to the~line-of-sight! comov-
ing coordinate distancer (z) as
6-7
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dL5
r ~z!

a
5

c

H0
~11z!E dz8

H~z8!
. ~A6!

In the general case we have to replace the integral with
trigonometric or the hyperbolic sinus to account for curv
ture @73#. In the limit of smallz we recover the usual Hubbl
relation:dH0 /c5z2(11q̂0)z2/2 where a new deceleratio
q̂0 parameter is related to the standard one by

q̂05
q0

g
1

V̂M

2~11v!
. ~A7!

One can see from these equations that even for relative s
values ofv the effect of a varyingG on dL is small. For
m

.
n.

A
a

.
e,

in

o-

o,

02350
ts
-

all

example for the flat case (V̂R50 andV̂M51) at z50.5 we
havedL50.5456 forv510 anddL50.5505 forv5103 (dL

in units of c/H0). Thus, the change inv produces brighter
apparent objects, in this caseDm520.019, which would
tend to partially compensate the dimming produced by
varying G on the Chandrasekhar mass: in this caseDm5
10.060. In general, we find that the cosmological effect
the Hubble diagram of SNIa is always smaller, by factors
a few, than the effect produced by a varyingG on the Chan-
drasekhar mass. Also in the general case, the cosmolo
evolution in a model with increasingG at high z tends to
decrease the acceleration~with respect to the case with con
stantG), which partially compensates the apparent incre
due to the the change in the Chandrasekhar mass.
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